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CMAS & TXMAS

Grow your business in California & Texas at the State Level!
Learn how you can leverage your GSA Contract on these State Programs!
These two states lead the nation in providing the most comprehensive programs allowing their state
government buyers to access Federal GSA Schedules contract prices. These programs give state buyers the ability to leverage the purchasing power of the federal government and take advantage of the
on-line efficiencies offered on the governments premier e-commerce site, gsaadvantage.gov!

Your company does NOT need to be located in one of these states to participate!

MONTHLY MARKETING TIPS

If you have a GSA why not do business with two of the largest states in our country?
CMAS...
The California multiple award schedule program was established in 1994. The CMAS contracts are awarded and administered by the State of California, Department of General Services. The CMAS contracts are established using products,
services and prices from already existing competitively assessed and cost compared multiple award contracts. The products, services and prices are primarily from the Federal GSA
MAS program, but not exclusively.
To these products, services and prices, the state of California
contract terms and conditions and procurement codes and policies that establish a totally independent California contract.

TXMAS...
As part of a nationwide trend to make governments
leaner and outsource many functions of government,
the 2002 Texas legislature sought to make it easier for
state agencies and co-op members to purchase goods
and services. While the bidding process is still used for
some of the purchasing functions of state and local
governments, more and more purchasers are PREFERRING to use TXMAS contracts as it is a MUCH FASTER
PROCUREMENT TOOL.
The products, services and prices are directly from the
Federal GSA MAS program.

NCI’s will complete your CMAS or TXMAS application for just

$3,500 ea
Contact NCI Today for more info!
Call 1-877-686-5453 / INFO@NCIGSA.COM

